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High radio-frequency (rf) losses measured for cavities in original Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator
Facility (CEBAF) cryomodules, compared to the losses measured in single-cavity tests, have been a longstanding issue related to their performance. We summarize experimental evidence of increased rf losses in
CEBAF cavities arising from the fundamental power coupler cold window and waveguide, respectively.
Cryogenic rf tests were done on cavities tested in vertical cryostats as well as inside cryomodules in the
accelerator tunnel. The cold window metallization losses were assessed by combining numerical results
with measured data obtained with an existing cryogenic waveguide resonator setup. The results showed
that the cold window metallization losses can increase the cavity rf heat load at 2.07 K by up to 86%,
depending on the standing-wave pattern in the fundamental power coupler waveguide, and that such losses
are reduced if the distance between the waveguide and the cavity cells is increased.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevAccelBeams.24.092001

I. INTRODUCTION
The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
(CEBAF) is a continuous-wave electron accelerator which
has been operating at Jefferson Lab since 1994 [1,2].
Acceleration of the electron beam is provided by 418
1497-MHz superconducting radio-frequency (SRF)
cavities cooled to a temperature of 2.07 K. Four different
types of cryomodules (CMs), identified by the label Cxxx,
where xxx is the design energy gain, are currently operating
in CEBAF: (a) C20 cryomodules, containing eight five-cell
cavities which are part of the original installation of
CEBAF in the 1990s; (b) C50 cryomodules, containing
eight five-cell cavities which were fabricated as part of the
original CEBAF installation but were reprocessed with upto-date treatment procedures, in the years 2007–2017 [3];
(c) C100 cryomodules, containing eight seven-cell cavities
with a new cell shape, installed in 2011–2013 [4]; and
(d) C75 cryomodules, containing eight five-cell cavities
with end groups recycled from original CEBAF cavities but
with a new cell shape [5], the first such cryomodule
installed in CEBAF in June 2021.
The results from the commissioning of the C20 CMs in
the CEBAF tunnel in the 1990s showed that the cavity rf
heat load was about a factor of 2 higher than measured in
*
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vertical test cryostats during the cavity qualification process, even at low accelerating gradient, without field
emission [2]. This issue persisted during the C50 refurbishment program [3]. Significant efforts were made in
recent years to understand the contribution of the remanent
magnetic field from either magnetized components or
inadequate magnetic shielding close to the cavities [6],
and these have been largely addressed in the last C50
cryomodule (1L13), installed in CEBAF in 2017.
Nevertheless, the Q0 of the C50 cavities in this cryomodule
was about 30% lower than measured in a vertical test
cryostat at Jefferson Lab’s vertical test area (VTA) [7].
Figure 1 shows representative curves of the quality factor
Q0 , measured as a function of the accelerating gradient
Eacc , at 2.07 K for C20, C50, and C75 cavities tested in the
VTA and in a cryomodule.
All CMs in CEBAF employ two rf ceramic windows
located close to the cavities, within or external to the CMs,
as part of the fundamental power coupler (FPC) waveguide.
The space between two rf windows is actively pumped.
This provides a guard vacuum between the ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) in the cavity and beam line space and
the atmospheric pressure as a safeguard to protect the UHV
from direct air-to-vacuum leaks in case a single window
would break and leak (e.g., due to prolonged arcing or rf
breakdown). The C100-style CMs have been designed to
accommodate two warm rf windows along the FPC
positioned at some distance away from the cryogenic
environment [8]. Unlike the C100 cavities being each
embedded in an individual helium vessel, C20, C50, and
C75 cavities share a common helium vessel as cavity pairs,
as shown schematically in Fig. 2 [9]. The rf window nearest
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FIG. 3. Close-up picture of the FPC waveguide section for
original C20 cavities (left) and after the refurbishment using
doglegs (right) as installed in C50 and C75 cryomodules.
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FIG. 1. Q0 ðEacc Þ measured at 2.07 K for typical C20, C50, and
C75 cavities. The C20 cavity serial number (SN) IA137 was
tested in the VTA as part of a cavity pair in June 1992 and in CM
1L17 during its recommissioning in July 2013. The C50 cavity
SN IA075 was tested in the VTA as part of a cavity pair in April
2009 and in CM 1L04 during its recommissioning in April 2013.
The C75 cavity SN 5C75-RI-006 was tested in the VTA as a
single cavity (SC) in Nov. 2019, then as part of a cavity pair in
February 2020, and finally in CM C75-01 in April 2021.

to the cavity is located within a Nb flange, with all but one
side immersed in the liquid helium (LHe) bath. Henceforth,
we will refer to this window as the cold window.
As part of the C50 and C75 refurbishment programs,
every FPC waveguide is equipped with a waveguide
chicane (a so-called dogleg) made from niobium (see
Fig. 3, right). The dogleg is keeping the ceramic out of
sight for the electron beam. The intent is to eliminate charge
buildup at the ceramic surface, which will ultimately result
in arcing across or through the cold window [10]. A dogleg
is installed between a cavity and the helium vessel in place
of the formerly straight (∼14-cm-long) Nb waveguide
extension. Thereby, the cold window is shifted further
Vacuum

30 Inch
Diameter

FIG. 4. Schematic layout of a cryounit showing the cold and
warm rf ceramic window locations within a CM for both a
C20 CM configuration and a C50 or C75 CM configuration.

away from the cavity. After refurbishment, it is located
within the outer dogleg flange, which itself ends at the
cavity-pair helium vessel interface. These details are
illustrated in Fig. 4, showing a schematic layout of a
C20 and C50 cavity inside the CM to highlight the location
of the cold windows in each configuration. The C75
cavities have the same CM configuration as the C50
cavities.
The nominal operational parameters are summarized in
Table I for C20, C50, and C75 cavities. It includes the
required minimal forward power Pb to achieve the nominal
accelerating gradient Eacc in each of the different cavities at
the maximum beam loading of 460 μA; Pc denotes the
cavity SRF wall losses equivalent to the specified unloaded
quality factor Q0, typically measured at 2.07 K, which is
the nominal CEBAF cavity operating temperature.
To examine possible Q0 degradation mechanisms due to
the cold window in various test configurations, we have
analyzed heat load and quality factor measurements for
TABLE I. Nominal cavity performance parameters of cavities
installed in original CEBAF cryomodules.
Cavity
type

FIG. 2. Schematic of one-quarter section of an original CEBAF
cryomodule, with a cavity pair inside the He vessel (from
Ref. [9]).

C20
C50
C75
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Eacc
(MV/m)
5
12.5
19.1

Qext FPC
P c Pb
Q0 (2.07 K) ð×109 Þ (W) (kW) ð×106 Þ
2.4
6.8
8.0

5.4 1.2 6.6  20%
11.9 2.9 8.0  25%
20.9 4.3 20  15%
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cavities in the following setups: (i) C75 cavities tested as
individual cavities and as cavity pairs in vertical dewars;
(ii) C50 cavity IA366 tested individually in a vertical dewar
and in a cavity-pair-like configuration; (iii) FEL04, a C20
cryomodule installed in JLab’s free-electron laser (FEL);
(iv) 1L13, a refurbished C50 cryomodule installed in
CEBAF’s north linac. 1L13 also houses the first two
C75 prototype cavities installed in CEBAF [7].
Before analyzing the main experimental results in
Sec. III, we first provide some insight in the possible cold
window loss mechanism in Sec. II. It includes an assessment of the cold window metallization losses utilizing
measurement data carried out in a dedicated cryogenic cold
window waveguide resonator. The results yields a realistic
assessment of the electrical conductivity and, thus, the
normal conducting metallization losses for usage in
numerical simulations. This is of high importance for all
subsequent numerical simulations quantifying the Q0
degradation of cavities tested in a vertical cryostat and
eventually in cryomodules, as addressed in Sec. IV. The
experimental data are accompanied by numerical results as
far as possible to explain some of the involved rf loss
mechanisms. For instance, the impact of using waveguide
stub tuners on the Q0 degradation is addressed in Sec. IV B.
Eventually, an estimate is provided for the Q0 degradation
due to the rf heat load conducted into the liquid helium bath
arising in the copper-plated waveguide beyond the cold
window location.
II. ORIGIN OF COLD WINDOW LOSSES
To better understand the rf loss mechanisms that can
arise in a cold window, several numerical simulations have
been carried out already in past years [11]. The actual
details of the cold window design are important to
incorporate in a 3D rf model as much as feasible and
are provided in Fig. 5.
Cold windows are made from high-purity, polycrystalline alumina (Al2 O3 ) with a relative permittivity ϵr of ∼9 at
1.5 GHz. The loss tangent tan δ of the ceramic body
top of Alumina ceramic

- - - - - - MoMn metallization (12.7-38. 1 µm)
Braze filler material

Nb eyelet ("'250 µm)

FIG. 5. Cross-sectional illustration (top left) and picture (right)
of a standard cold rf ceramic windows as brazed to a Nb eyelet
[1]. The bottom left figure illustrates the various layers of material
involved.
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R
determines the volumetric losses ð∼πf tan δ E2 dvÞ
and depends strongly on the temperature. At L-band
frequencies, the loss tangent is not exactly known.
Rather sparse literature data suggest a value around 10−4
at room temperature [12], which may drop into the 10−6
and 10−7 range at LHe temperatures [13,14], which
depends on the purity of the alumina apart from the
frequency. The ceramic is brazed into a Nb eyelet
(∼250 μm thin), which is superconducting below the
critical temperature of ∼9.2 K for Nb. The Nb eyelet itself
is electron beam welded to a relatively large Nb flange. The
losses in the superconducting Nb material can be assumed
negligible compared to normal conducting (nc) rf losses.
The nc rf losses will arise due to the rf magnetic fields
within the metallized areas of a ceramic.
Overall, both the losses in the metallization and the
dielectric of a cold window have to be taken into account.
Together with additional waveguide heat losses, this can
lead to a reduction of cavity Q0 values. One complication
during cryomodule cavity acceptance or commissioning
tests, when the Q0 is measured as a function of Eacc for each
cavity, is that one cannot readily differentiate between SRF
losses in the Nb cavity walls and losses from the external
circuit leaking into the LHe. Note that the metallization is a
requirement for brazing the ceramic to the Nb eyelet for a
UHV leak-tight bond. Traditionally and for decades, a
molybdenum-manganese (50%–70% Mo, 5%–10% Mn)
metallization with a nickel plating is a reliable technique for
binding ceramics to metal, as outlined in Ref. [11].
A. Assessment of electrical conductivity for the cold
ceramic window metallization at LHe temperature
A setup consisting of a double dogleg and window
waveguide resonator is used at Jefferson Lab as a quality
control tool for the cold windows to be installed on cavity
pairs. The setup, shown in Fig. 6, employs a cold window
with known losses to evaluate the yet unknown losses in a
second cold window under test. The resonator is made from
Nb and oscillates at ∼1.5 GHz in the TE104 mode. This is a
standing wave, while the coupling to the resonator is
facilitated with two weakly coupled antennas, one on
either end, to measure the quality factor in transmission.
The inner conductors of the coupling antennas are made
from Nb to minimize the losses in the external circuit, so
that overall the dominant losses shall occur in the cold
windows. A small pumping port is located in the middle of
the straight central waveguide for evacuating the windowto-window enclosure, and one smaller pumping port on
each coaxial output port for evacuating the volume of each
coax-to-waveguide adapter formed between a window and
a coaxial rf vacuum feedthrough. Waveguide flange connections are made with superconducting indium seals
throughout. All connections must be UHV leak tight before
immersing the setup in LHe.
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FIG. 7. Various views of the rf model and mesh of the double
dogleg and window resonator. The overall number of tetrahedral
mesh cells was ∼0.74 M taking into account one symmetry
plane.

FIG. 6. Double dogleg and window waveguide resonator for
characterizing rf losses of cold windows at LHe temperature in a
vertical cryostat at low power value using a vector network
analyzer. The top dogleg contains a reference cold window that is
always employed as a reference, with known losses, against
which a second cold window in a second dogleg is measured.

A cold window passes the test if the measured Q0 ≥ 28324
of the resonator at a temperature of ∼4 K. Based on an
analytical computation of the rf field amplitude in a rectangular waveguide with the same cross section at a given
forward power, this Q0 is equivalent to 2 W of losses
dissipated for a 5 kW forward traveling wave at 1.5 GHz.
Note that this it is not an insignificant heat loss into the LHe
bath, i.e., compared to the nominal SRF wall losses, though
originally it had been deemed acceptable. In fact, per Table I
above, the expected Q0 degradation of cavities with cold
windows tested in a vertical cryostat is on the order of 10%.
The average Q0 value obtained from 62 doglegs and
windows tested at 4.3 K between 2008 and 2016 is
30500  8464.
Only a more recent improvement in numerical modeling,
together with improved meshing capabilities, has provided a
chance to more realistically estimate the electrical conductivity of the MoMn metallization in combination with the
results from the cryogenic TE104 waveguide resonator. For
this reason, the double dogleg and window waveguide
resonator has been replicated as a numerical rf model in
the software code CST Studio Suite [15] as depicted in Fig. 7
together with its mesh representation. The transparent view
therein highlights the volume of the thin ceramic metallization volumes. The model includes the two coaxial coupling

ports. The small pumping port has been omitted for simplicity, which also allows utilizing one symmetry plane as a
benefit. The model is meshed utilizing an anisotropic refinement of the tetrahedral mesh cells with curved elements of
third order. The frequency of the TE104 mode obtained is
1494.0 MHz with ϵr ¼ 9.0 assumed for the ceramics. This
value is sufficiently close to measurement results, considering that fabrication tolerances for the resonator sheet metal
production can as well change the frequency compared to an
ideal model.
With this model and utilizing the average Q0 ð4 KÞ ¼
30500 measured for cold windows in the same setup, the
numerically equivalent conductivity for the MoMn metallization resulted in σð4 KÞ ¼ 1.954 × 106 S=m. It is
assumed that this value will not significantly improve when
the window temperature is reduced to 2.07 K, i.e., the
nominal CEBAF cavity operating temperature. The computation took into account the resonator Nb wall losses
assuming reasonable surface properties at a temperature of
4 K. It shows that these losses are rather negligible compared
to the cold window losses since yielding a corresponding
Q0 ð4 KÞ of ∼2 × 108 . In a first evaluation, no dielectric
losses have been taken into account. When assuming
tan δ ¼ 10−6 , which is a rather conservative value, still
∼99.8% of the losses are originating in the metallization
(with Q0 ¼ 1.35 × 107 attributed to just the dielectric
losses). The correction to the MoMn conductivity in the
presence of dielectric losses is then rather small, yielding
σð4 KÞ ¼ 1.963 × 106 S=m. With this analysis, we have
eventually obtained a realistic value for relevant metallization
losses.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Cavities tested in a vertical cryostat
As part of the CEBAF cavity qualification process before
helium tank installation, cavities are measured in cavity
pairs fully immersed in LHe in a vertical dewar, with the
LHe pumped to 2.07 K. The C75 cavities for the first C75
cryomodule were characterized individually before cavitypair assembly, whereas C50 cavities were measured
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FIG. 8. C50 cavity pair assembled on a horizontal rail. The
setup includes the doglegs with cold rf windows.

directly as cavity pairs. In any case, each cavity can be
characterized individually, specifically scrutinizing the typical Q0 ðEacc Þ curve. The potential presence of field emitters
could require chemical reprocessing of a cavity interior in
severe cases apart from high-pressure rinsing (HPR) with
ultrapure water and drying and assembly in an ISO 5 clean
room. The single-cavity configuration for a baseline cryogenic rf test consists of closing the FPC and high-order mode
(HOM) waveguide ports with Nb blanks and using commercial rf vacuum feedthroughs with fixed-length Cu antennas to couple to the TM010 resonant mode through the beam
line ports. One of the antennas is used as the input coupler,
with Qext;in ∼ 1 × 1010 , and the other is used as a weakly
coupled pickup antenna ðQext;out ∼ 1 × 1012 Þ.
A C50 cavity-pair assembly is shown in Fig. 8 as
prepared for a test in one of the vertical cryostats in
JLab’s VTA depicting that each cavity is equipped with
a dogleg housing the cold window. For this VTA configuration, special coax-to-waveguide adapters (top hats) made
from Nb, each equipped with a commercial rf vacuum
feedthrough, are attached to the doglegs using indium seal
connections. A top hat serves as the power input coupler
port for a cavity, while a pickup antenna is positioned on
the opposite end of a cavity on the HOM coupler waveguide, where a pickup port exists. A top hat increases the
Qext;in to ∼1 × 1010 , about 3 orders of magnitude higher
than the Qext of the FPC waveguide. This enables a VTA
test at a sufficiently low power level, since the expected
cavity Q0 values are also on the order of 1 × 1010 . Besides
doglegs, Nb elbows with HOM loads are also assembled
onto each cavity in the cavity-pair configuration. A Nb
inner adapter connects the two cavities, and an assembly
with stainless steel end dishes is attached to the outer beam
tube of each cavity.
The average low-field (Eacc ∼ 4 MV=m) Q0 value measured for nine C75 cavities, tested as individual cavities in
the VTA at 2.07 K, was ð13.4  1.8Þ × 109 . The average
low-field Q0 value measured on eight C75 cavities tested as
cavity pairs, with the dogleg housing the cold window, was
ð10.6  1.2Þ × 109 [16]. The only treatment that was
applied to the cavities after the individual test and before
the cavity-pair assembly was HPR. The residual magnetic
field during cooldown was monitored with cryogenic fluxgate magnetometers along the cavities, and it was < 1 μT
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FIG. 9. VTA test results at 2.0 K for C50 cavity IA366
assembled in two configurations, i.e., without a dogleg and cold
window (baseline) and with a dogleg and cold window (“pairlike”).

for all of the tests. An example of the Q0 ðEacc Þ curves
measured at 2.07 K in a C75 cavity tested as individual
cavity and as part of a cavity pair is shown in Fig. 1.
The average low-field Q0 value measured for 20 C50
cavities tested as cavity pairs in the VTA at 2.07 K was
ð9.4  2.6Þ × 109 . No individual VTA measurements were
performed for C20 and C50 cavities that would document
the Q0 degradation in reference to a cavity-pair test setup
with a dogleg housing a cold window. One C50 cavity
(IA366) was tested in a pairlike configuration with a dogleg
or window attached after the baseline test was carried out as
a “single-cavity” test setup. The Q0 value at Eacc ¼
4 MV=m achieved in the baseline test at 2.0 K is
ð13.9  2.2Þ × 109 , but it decreased to ð9.9  1.1Þ × 109
at a similar low field once the dogleg with a cold window
was assembled to the cavity. The Q0 degradation due to the
cold window losses is, therefore, as high as 40%. The Q0
value in this configuration was also measured at 2.07 K and
resulted in ð8.9  1.0Þ × 109 at a low field. Q0 ðEacc Þ curves
measured for cavity IA366 are shown in Fig. 9. The
residual magnetic field in both tests was < 0.3 μT.
B. Cavities tested in CEBAF cryomodules
Cavities installed in CEBAF cryomodules are fully
equipped and driven by individual klystrons for CM
commissioning tests in the tunnel before beam operation.
Connection of the klystron output to the cavities occurs
through rectangular waveguides. Since a rectangular FPC
waveguide by design has no means for changing the
external Q, Qext FPC , it can be adjusted only within limits
by a waveguide stub tuner. The nominal Qext FPC value of
each cavity is typically achieved during production cavity
postprocessing by mechanical deformation of the FPC
waveguide body. This is done on a cavity bench with a
specific tool [11]. The CEBAF stub tuners are installed in
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Prf ð2.07KÞ ¼

Q0 ðTÞPrf ðTÞ
;
Q0 ð2.07 KÞ

ð2Þ

where Q0 ðTÞ is calculated as
Q0 ðTÞ ¼

E2acc
:
k2 Prf ðTÞ

ð3Þ

pﬃﬃﬃ
k ¼ 4.26 MV=ðm J Þ is a constant determined by the
cavity geometry, and Prf is calculated from Eq. (1). Eacc is
obtained as

Eacc

FIG. 10. Picture of WR650 three-plunger stub tuners accessible
in the CEBAF service buildings within klystron cabinets.

the WR650 (16.51 cm × 8.26 cm) waveguide and are
located within the klystron cabinets (see Fig. 10). A stub
tuner consists of three manually adjustable plungers penetrating the waveguide. It allows changing the Qext FPC
value within limits. The penetration of the plungers will
inevitably create a resonant circuit between a cavity and a
stub tuner that, in turn, may alter the losses at the cold
windows. Three waveguide stub tuner models are utilized
in CEBAF due to specific space limitations in the klystron
cabinets. Note that rf breakdowns can occur if the plunger
is inserted too far into the waveguide, limiting the Qext FPC
adjustability.
The standard method for measuring the rf heat load of a
cavity in a cryomodule at JLab is the pressure rise method
[17], which follows this procedure. (1) Close the CM He
supply and return valves. (2) Measure the He bath pressure
versus time over a 20 s interval and obtain dP
dt from a leastsquares linear curve fit, dP
j
.
(3)
Turn
the heater on
dt static 0
with fixed, known power Pheater (∼20 W) and measure
dP
dP
dt jheater . (4) Turn the heater off and measure dt jstatic 1 .
dP
(5) Turn the rf on and measure dt jrf . (6) Turn the rf off and
measure dP
dt jstatic 2 .
The rf heat load Prf is then calculated as
dP
jrf − dP
dt jstatic 2
Prf ¼ dPdt
Pheater :
dP
dt jheater − dt jstatic1

ð1Þ

The typical pressure rise is of the order of 2 mTorr/s.
Because Prf is measured at different temperatures, a
temperature correction (typically ≲5%) is applied to
calculate Prf at 2.07 K:

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Qext;out Pt
¼k
;
2πf 0

ð4Þ

where f 0 is the cavity resonant frequency and Qext;out is a
fixed value obtained from an emitted power measurement
with a pulsed rf at low field. Q0 ð2.07 KÞ is calculated as
Q0 ð2.07 KÞ ¼
¼

G
Rs ð2.07 KÞ
1þ

Q0 ðTÞ
Q0 ðTÞ
−Δ=ð2.07 KÞ
G Aðe

− e−Δ=T Þ

; ð5Þ

where Rs is the surface resistance, G ≃ 275 Ω is the
geometry factor, A ¼ 3.274 × 10−5 Ω is the preexponential
factor in the approximate expression of the Nb BardeenCooper-Schrieffer surface resistance, Rs ≈ Ae−Δ=T , and
Δ ¼ 15.486 K is the gap value for Nb. The measured rf
heat load is the sum of the power dissipated on the cavity
walls and any other losses, such as heating of the cold
window or from the FPC waveguide section below the 50 K
thermal intercept Pw , which are dissipated in the He bath.
The rf heat load as a function of the klystron forward power
Pf and detuning angle ϕ is given by
Pc þ Pw ¼

4Pf β
4Pf
≃
;
2
2
½1 þ ðtan ϕÞ ð1 þ βÞ
β½1 þ ðtan ϕÞ2 

ð6Þ

where β ≫ 1 is the coupling factor of the FPC. By
measuring Pf ðϕÞ at a fixed Eacc (constant Pc ), the standing-wave pattern is changed in the FPC waveguide,
resulting in different locations of the peak fields.
Dividing Eq. (6) by Pc results in the following ratio
Pw0 =Pc at ϕ ¼ 0, where the subscript 0 denotes the value
of a variable at ϕ ¼ 0:
Pw0 4Pf
¼
− 1:
Pc
β

ð7Þ

Given that Prf0 ¼ Pc þ Pw0 , Pc and Pw0 can be calculated
from measured quantities as
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Pc ¼

Prf0 πf 0 ðEacc =kÞ2
2Pf0 Qext FPC
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ð8Þ
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and
Pw0 ¼ Prf0 − Pc ;
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respectively, where Qext FPC is measured from the decay
time during a pulsed rf measurement.
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FIG. 12. The rf heat load at 2.07 K and 7 MV=m at ϕ ¼ 0° as a
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1. Measurements of cavities in cryomodule FEL04
The rf heat load as a function of the detuning angle was
measured for cavities 1–6 of cryomodule FEL04, which
was installed in the FEL vault in 2016. The FEL04
cryomodule was a C20 style, without doglegs. Figure 11
shows a plot of Prf at 2.07 K as a function of the detuning
angle for cavities 1–6 while maintaining the accelerating
gradient at 7 MV=m. The forward power increased monotonically with increasing detuning angle between ∼2–6 kW
for ϕ ¼ 0°–50°. Each data point in Fig. 11 is the average of
three measurements under the same conditions.
Figure 12 shows a plot of the rf heat load at 2.07 K,
Eacc ¼ 7 MV=m and ϕ ¼ 0° as a function of Qext FPC .
Figure 13(a) shows a plot of the rf heat load at 2.07 K
measured in cavities 4–6 in the detuned state, such that all
of the rf heat load is due to dissipation in the FPC
waveguide and cold window, as a function of the forward
power. Cavity 4 has the highest rf heat load and exhibited
notable waveguide vacuum activity during the measurements. Figure 13(b) shows a plot of Prf at 2.07 K for a
detuned cavity and Pf ∼ 2.5 kW versus Prf0 at 2.07 K,
Eacc ¼ 7 MV=m (for which Pf ¼ 2–2.5 kW), showing a
clear indication that the higher rf heat load, which would be
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FIG. 11. The rf heat load at 2.07 K and Eacc ¼ 7 MV=m
measured as a function of the detuning angle for cavities 1–6 in
C20 CM FEL04.

FIG. 13. The rf heat load at 2.07 K in the case of fully detuned
cavities, as a function of the forward power measured in C20 CM
FEL-04 (a) and rf heat load of fully detuned cavities for Pf ∼
2.5 kW as a function of the rf heat load with the cavities on crest
(ϕ ¼ 0°) at 7 MV=m (b).
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interpreted as a cavity with lower Q0, is, in fact, due to
higher losses in the FPC waveguide and/or cold window.
Equations (8) and (9) were used to deconvolute the
cavity losses from FPC waveguide losses from the total rf
heat load. The average wall-loss dissipation of the six
cavities at 7 MV=m was Pc ¼ ð4  1Þ W, and the average
dissipation from the FPC waveguide and cold window is
Pw0 ¼ ð1.2  0.5Þ W, indicating that more than 20% of the
total heat load is due to losses external to the cavity surface.
2. Measurements of cavities in cryomodule 1L13
Measurements of the rf heat load as a function of the
detuning angle were carried out for cavities 1, 2, 4, and 8 of
cryomodule 1L13 during its commissioning test in CEBAF
in November 2017. Cavities 1 and 2 were the two prototype
C75 cavities built at JLab, whereas the remaining cavities
are C50 style. The remanent magnetic field at the cavities’
location was mitigated in this CM by degaussing some of
its components and by installing an additional magnetic
shield close to each cavity, inside the He vessels. Figure 14
shows a plot of Prf at 2.07 K as a function of detuning
angle while maintaining the accelerating gradient at
7 MV=m. The forward power was less than 2 kW for ϕ ¼
0°–50° because of the higher Qext FPC for these cavities
compared to those in FEL04. Each data point in Fig. 14 is
the average of three measurements under the same conditions. Stub tuners are installed in the waveguide for each
of these cavities, but the position of the stubs was unknown
at the time of the measurements. The data for cavity 8
showed that the rf heat load is reduced by ∼40% by simply
increasing the detuning angle. Measurements of the rf heat
load at 2.07 K for fully detuned cavities as a function of the
forward power for the four cavities tested in 1L13 showed

that losses due to the FPC waveguide and/or cold window
could be between 0.7–1.4 W per kilowatt of forward power.
Heat load measurements were repeated in August 2018
on cavities 4 and 8 for different plunger positions of their
stub tuners, resulting in different values of the Qext FPC , the
results being shown in Fig. 15. The data clearly show that
the rf heat load in the on-crest condition (ϕ ¼ 0°) changed
by up to ∼40% with different stub tuner settings.
Figure 16 summarizes Prf0 at 2.07 K and Eacc ¼
7 MV=m as a function of the Qext FPC , showing lower rf
heat loads for the C75 cavities. The rf heat load of the two
C75 cavities is consistent with the average rf heat load of
(2.6  0.2) W measured for eight C75 cavities in the first
C75 CM, recently tested at JLab’s Cryomodule Test
Facility. C75 cavities by design have a larger distance
between the end cell and the FPC waveguide than the C20
and C50 cavities. This consequently results in a larger
Qext FPC and a lower Pf for the same stored energy (same
Eacc ). Hence, to first order we can assume that the rf losses
scale with the ratio of the Qext FPC values if one does not
account for standing-wave effects. A factor of 2.5 larger rf
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FIG. 14. The rf heat load at 2.07 K and 7 MV=m measured as a
function of the detuning angle for four cavities in C50 CM 1L13.
Cavities 1 and 2 are C75 prototype cavities.

FIG. 15. The rf heat load at 2.07 K and 7 MV=m as a function
of the detuning angle for different stub tuner settings, resulting in
different Qext FPC values for cavity 1L13-4 (a) and 1L13-8 (b).
The dashed lines represent the rf heat load measured at the same
Eacc value in the VTA test of each of these cavities, tested as
cavity pairs.
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FIG. 16. The rf heat load at 2.07 K, 7 MV=m, and ϕ ¼ 0°, as a
function of Qext FPC for cavities measured in C50 CM 1L13.
Cavities 1 and 2 are prototype C75 cavities installed in 1L13.

losses would, therefore, be anticipated in C50 versus C75
cavities when assuming the nominal Qext FPC values
(cf. Table I). In the case of Fig. 16, though, differing stub
tuner settings were in place, resulting in differing Qext FPC
values. As a reference, the Pc values at Eacc ¼ 7 MV=m, at
the nominal Q0 values listed in Table I, are 2.8 and 3.8 W
for C75 and C50 cavities, respectively. Prf0 measured for
the C75 cavities is consistent with such a value; however, it
exceeds the estimate by 31% minimally and up to 84% for
C50 cavities. This result suggests that the rf heat load for
C50 cavities more strongly depends on the actual standingwave amplitude (thus, stub tuner setting) in the transmission line determining the Qext FPC and on the individual
cold window losses, that may vary to some extent as
experimentally observed in the double dogleg and window
resonator.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
A. VTA cavity-pair configuration
In a VTA cavity-pair configuration, the excitation of the
TM010 π mode will result in standing waves within the
waveguide between the top hat and the FPC stub.
Consequently, elevated rf losses in the cold window can
arise compared to a single-cavity test setup without a cold
window. In this case, the Q0 value of a cavity can degrade
already. This setup is yet not fully identical with that of a
cavity in a cryomodule and when much higher power levels
are needed.
To better understand potential cold window losses in a
cavity-pair test configuration, the setup has been mimicked
numerically. Yet, only one cavity is required for this
purpose (pairlike configuration). Figure 17 shows the
corresponding rf model and its mesh representation,

respectively, for C75 cavities. Similar mesh refinement
settings have been chosen as for the TE104 resonator,
though this model is significantly larger and stricter
numerical limitations apply. For ease of meshing, the
elbows representing the HOM waveguide ends were
omitted. This does not significantly impact results for
any fundamental passband mode, since the waveguide
cutoff is at ∼1.9 GHz. A model of the cryogenic rf
feedthrough attached to the top hat coaxial port has actually
been included, though not shown in Fig. 17. Attached to the
rf feedthrough is a coaxial absorber well matched at
1.5 GHz (also not shown) so that the eigenmode solver
delivers a complex solution, i.e., allowing for a traveling
mode in the coaxial line as is the case in reality for a
matched condition at the coaxial line.
The TM010 π mode frequency obtained numerically is
f 0 ¼ 1496.85 MHz in vacuum. Note that the field-flatness
(FF) specification for C75 cavities is to yield ≥95% after
final bench tuning. It is important to mention that a similar
FF was obtained numerically. This high FF is a prerequisite
for a proper assessment of the cold window losses, i.e., to
resemble a realistic coupling of the cavity rf fields to the
FPC waveguide fields responsible for the window losses.
Eventually, the external Q has been computed. This has
been done by evaluating the volume loss in the coaxial
absorber. It also depends on the actual (custom) length of
the copper input antenna, which is attached to the vacuum
side of the rf feedthrough. In reality, the antenna is almost
flush with the top hat inner waveguide surface. For the
numerical model with a flush antenna, the result is
Qext;in ¼ 2.69 × 1010 , which is sufficiently close to the
average Qext;in ¼ 2.13 × 1010 measured for C75 cavities.
An rf model for C50 cavities in a “pairlike” configuration
was also built, similarly to that for the C75 cavities. One
complication arises here since a C20 or C50 cavity with end
groups will not result in a sufficiently flat field (FF ≈ 92%)
as designed, while the TM010 π mode frequency is only
∼1489.5 (1489.0) MHz in vacuum (air). In reality, this
implies that the original C20 cavities as produced by
industry required significant bench tuning via plastic cell
deformations to meet both the FF and warm target
frequency specification (∼1494 MHz). For the rf model,
the end cell adjacent to the FPC end group was slightly
elongated at the equator to improve the field flatness to a
sufficiently high value of 97.4%. The π mode frequency
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TABLE II.

Numerically computed Q values of individual components as present in a C50 and C75 cavity-pair VTA test configuration.

Component
SRF cavity interior wall
rf feedthrough vacuum side antenna
rf feedthrough inner or outer conductor
rf feedthrough vacuum window
rf feedthrough, alumina sleeves
Cold window metallization
Cold window ceramic
a

PHYS. REV. ACCEL. BEAMS 24, 092001 (2021)

Material

σ (S/m) or tan δ at 2.07 K
1019

1.4 ×
5.63 × 1010
2.02 × 106
tan δ ¼ 3.09 × 10−6
2.94 × 106
1.96 × 106
3.37 × 106
tan δ ¼ 3.09 × 10−6

Nb
Cu
304 SS
Al2 O3
Cupronickel
MoMn
Al2 O3

Qi for C50 cavity

Qi for C75 cavity

1010

1.3 ×
7.5 × 1013
4.7 × 1011
>1 × 1012 a
2.3 × 1012
8.8 × 109
>1 × 1012 a

1.3 × 1010
5.0 × 1014
2.9 × 1012
1.0 × 1014
1.5 × 1013
9.6 × 1010
1.6 × 1013

The computation combined the losses for both ceramics, resulting in Q ¼ 1.11 × 1012 .

computed for the cavity with this FF is 1489.28 MHz in
vacuum. For the sake of evaluating the cold window losses,
the frequency can be deemed sufficiently close to the cold
vacuum target frequency of ∼1497 MHz without requiring
one to further modify every single cell numerically. Note
that the rf feedthrough antenna length was adjusted to yield
Qext;in ¼ 4.32 × 109 at the coaxial input coupler, in order to
match the measured value. Compared to the C75 cavity
design, the FPC waveguide is located much closer to the
cavity end cell due to the desired lower Qext FPC by design.
Consequently, this will elevate the field amplitude in the
FPC at the same stored energy so that larger cold window
losses can already be expected than in C75 cavities.
The CST eigenmode solver generally computes the rf field
at 1 J stored energy, W s , and provides the power losses for
individual components, Pi , that can be assigned to different
materials, for which, in turn, different electrical conductivities can be assumed. This results in individual Q values
according to Qi ¼ 2πf 0 W s =Pi as summarized in Table II.
Herein, the Nb surface conductivity was adjusted to yield a
total cavity intrinsic Q value (Q0 ) that agrees with the average
measured Q0 from the single-cavity tests. The conductivity
of the MoMn was taken to be 1.96 × 106 S=m, as discussed
in Sec. II A, for the C75 cavity, whereas 3.37 × 106 S=m was
used for the C50 cavity to match the quality factor of the
specific dogleg or window used with cavity IA366. Other nc
metals arising within the top hat rf feedthrough have been
assigned with similarly low electrical conductivities
(∼2 × 106 S=m at 2.07 K, except for the copper antenna
assumed to be in the mid-1 × 1010 S=m range at 2.07 K), yet
their Qi values are all significantly higher than that of the cold
window metallization. The loss tangents of the alumina
ceramics have been assumed to be tan δ ¼ 3.09 × 10−6 . This
is a factor of 10 higher than what has been measured at 4 K for
a high-purity, polycrystalline Al2 O3 at 7.53 GHz [14], thus
deemed a conservative value. The corresponding Qi values
are yet not significant, e.g., 1.0 × 1014 for the cold window
and 1.6 × 1013 for the feedthrough ceramic, which has only a
92%–98% purity, though [18].
The results shown in Table II indicate that rf losses from
the MoMn are the dominant contribution to the heat load

for both C75 and C50 cavities, accounting for ∼12% and
∼65% of the Q0 reduction for C75 and C50 cavities,
respectively. The Q0 reduction calculated for the C50
cavity is ∼30% larger than measured, but it demonstrates
that the cold window plays a crucial role concerning the
mechanism of the Q0 degradation. The observed discrepancy from the experimental results could have several other
reasons. One arises from actual fabrication tolerances for
both the cells and the end groups including the cavity to
FPC waveguide separation. These can alter the actual
coupling strength between the cavity and the FPC waveguide, which, for instance, is evidenced by variations of
Qext FPC values of cavities measured on a bench as delivered
by industry. Furthermore, by design, the Qext FPC is in the
lower 1 × 106 range for a C20 cavity. The waveguide body
of the FPC close to the cavity is, therefore, mechanically
tuned at JLab to reach the specified Qext FPC (6.6 × 106 ),
which is elevated slightly again (to 8 × 106 ) for refurbished
C50 cavities. In either case, the Qext FPC is adjusted by a
plastic deformation of the broad wall of the FPC waveguide
stub close to the cavity beam tube. The impact on results
due to a deformed waveguide body could not be accounted
for in numerical simulations and, since it depends on an asbuilt and as-tuned cavity, might vary from cavity to cavity.
Note that millimeter deviations from nominal values are not
uncommon for sheet metal production, and even weld
shrinkages due to electron beam welding can be on the
order of a millimeter. One also should consider that
industrial fabrication and quality-control standards have
continuously improved over the recent decades after the
original C20 cavities were built, and this leaves open a lot
of questions concerning the fabrication accuracy of C20
cavity cells and end groups, which can alter the cold
window losses to an unknown extent.
B. Cryomodule configuration
Numerical simulations have been conducted to resemble
the cavity cryomodule setup including a three-plunger stub
tuner. The rf model is shown in Fig. 18. It includes a
straight stub tuner placed at some distance away from the
cavity in the narrow transmission line above the cold
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TABLE IV. Computed rf heat load at Eacc ¼ 7 MV=m for C50
and C75 cavities in CM configuration, assuming a combined Q0
as numerically assessed for flush plunger positions.
Cavity type
C50
C75

FIG. 18. The rf model (left) and mesh representation (right) for
simulating a C50 cavity in a CM configuration.

window. The warm window has not been included to
simplify the model and to focus solely on the cold window
losses. A field flatness of 97.4% and a π mode frequency of
f 0 ¼ 1489.28 MHz in vacuum was achieved in the CM
configuration as was the case for the VTA cavity-pair
configuration of the C50 model. These results are not
significantly affected by the chosen plunger penetration.
Note that the eigenmode solver implies no detuning
angle (ϕ ¼ 0°).
Except for the waveguide size, the three-plunger stub
tuner model resembles the dimensions of an actual straight
WR650 stub tuner. An rf model accounting for the entire
power transmission line including the transition to a
WR650 waveguide and a WR650 stub tuner is conceivable
but will result in a significantly larger number of mesh
cells. This is not necessary, since the rf model allows
creating similar standing-wave scenarios as in reality by
changing the penetration of each plunger independently.
The penetration of any single plunger from the inner long
waveguide wall should not exceed the waveguide inner
height, which is 24.5 mm above the dogleg or cold window.
In the following, we use the nomenclature ði; j; kÞ to denote
the penetration of each plunger (in units of centimeters)
referred to the inside of the waveguide wall, while the
sequence is chosen from the plunger closest to the plunger
farthest away from the cavity. For example, the plunger
positions (0,0,0) denote that all plungers are flush with the
waveguide wall. A negative value would imply a retraction
of a plunger into a stub tuner port, which is possible up to a

Q0 ð2.07 KÞ

Prf0 (W)

3.9 × 109
1.1 × 1010

6.5
2.0

certain limit with the actual tuner mechanism. Normal
conducting losses in the metallic stub tuner plungers are
neglected. Note that rf waves reflected from a cavity would
be directed toward the rf circulator and into its water-cooled
load, which protects each klystron. However, the CEBAF
circulators are not necessarily well-matched devices at
1497 MHz, and they are rf phase and temperature dependent. For the rf model, the transmission line above the stub
tuner has been terminated with a waveguide absorber (not
shown) that yields S11 ∼ 20 dB at the resonant frequency
rather than assuming a better-matched absorber, e.g., with
S11 < 30 dB that could be readily achieved. This seems to
be more realistic given the discussion above.
A similar computation has been done for a C75 CM
configuration, and the results are summarized in Table III
for both C50 and C75 cavities with flush plunger positions.
The computed Qext FPC for each type of cavity are in
agreement with the design values. Table IV summarizes
the relevant results for both the C50 and C75 CM configurations with flush plunger positions: The combined Q0
is as low as 3.9 × 109 for the C50 cavity configuration,
whereas it is 1.1 × 1010 for the C75 cavity configuration.
Compared to the pure cavity Q0 at the same temperature,
this means that the C50 cavity suffers a Q0 degradation of
∼70%. For the C75 cavity, this degradation is, however,
reduced to ∼16%. These results are independent from Eacc .
The rf heat loads in Table IV have been computed at Eacc ¼
7 MV=m and are consistent with the results from CM
measurements shown in Fig. 16. It, therefore, becomes
obvious that a C75 cavity by design is less prone to suffer
from cold window losses as C50 cavities thanks to the
higher Qext FPC value.
The flush plunger positions result in a negligible standing wave at the cold window location compared to the
forward traveling wave component. To investigate the
effect on the rf heat losses in the presence of more

TABLE III. Numerically computed Q values of individual components as present in a C50 and C75 cavity in the
CM configuration with plunger positions (0,0,0). There was no discernable difference in the total volumetric rf
losses whether or not the dielectric losses were included as part of the computation.
Component
SRF cavity interior wall
Cold window metallization
Qext FPC

Material
Nb
MoMn
Matched absorber

σ (S/m) at 2.07 K
1019

1.4 ×
1.96 × 106
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Qi for C50 cavity
1010

1.3 ×
5.6 × 109
1.7 × 106

Qi for C75 cavity
1.3 × 1010
7.1 × 1010
2.1 × 107
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FIG. 19. Computed rf heat load Prf0 (ϕ ¼ 0° in eigenmode
computations) assuming T ¼ 2.07 K and Eacc ¼ 7 MV=m as a
function of Qext FPC for C50 and C75 cavities in the CM
configuration. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the design
value of Qext FPC for a C50 cavity (1.74 × 106 with flush tuner
plungers), its specified value of 8.0 × 106 (after bench tuning),
and the Qext FPC of 2.0 × 107 for a C75 cavity, which is both its
specified and design value.

substantial standing waves in the FPC transmission line, the
plunger positions have been varied in subsequent computations for both the C50 and C75 CM configurations.
Figure 19 plots Prf0 ðQext FPC Þ obtained from these simulations for direct comparison with the experimental data
plotted in Fig. 16. A lesser number of cases has been
studied for the C75 CM configuration than for the C50
configuration, since the rf losses are significantly smaller
and depend less on stub tuner settings.
The results from the numerical simulations lead to the
following observations. (i) The simulation results are in
good agreement with experimental data for both the C50
and C75 CM configurations. (ii) The results confirm that
the Q0 degradation is significantly less in the C75 cavities
than in C50 cavities due to the cold window losses. The Q0
degradation due to the cold window metallization alone
covers 57–86% for the C50 cavities compared to only 9–
30% for the C75 cavities for the numerical cases studied,
depending on the stub tuner settings. (iii) It is difficult to
decrease the Qext FPC below the cavity design value by
inserting the plungers. For C50 cavities, the design value
refers to the Qext FPC of as-built cavities, as used in the
simulations and not as tuned on the bench, so with an
unknown FPC body deformation. A decrease of the Qext FPC
values below the design values required all plungers to
penetrate about halfway into the waveguide, although this
does not exclude that other settings exist for lowering the
Qext FPC . (iv) Prf values tend to increase on average with
decreasing Qext FPC values, particularly when Qext FPC is
below the specified value of 8 × 106 for the C50 CM

configuration. The actual rf heat load at 2.07 K can yet
depend significantly on the specific stub tuner settings and,
thus, the resulting standing-wave amplitude at the cold
window position. (v) Prf0 may vary for similar Qext FPC
values depending on the specific stub tuner settings, which
is more pronounced for C50 cavities and for which strong
variations occurred within a wide Qext FPC range. (vi) A
simulation with largely retracted tuner plungers for the C50
configuration reveals that Q results do not differ significantly from those with flush tuner plungers.
Plunger settings have been found that yield a Qext FPC
value close to 8 × 106 with Prf0 being ∼4.8 W for C50
cavities. While this is realistic in comparison to Fig. 16, one
should recall that the CEBAF cavities undergo a plastic
bench tuning of the FPC waveguide body to elevate the
Qext FPC value to the specified value per Table I before CM
installation. Thus, the tuned cavities should theoretically
yield the specified Qext FPC values if the entire transmission
line would have a voltage standing-wave ratio of 1
(S11 ¼ 0), i.e., being smooth throughout (no rf impedance
change), and would exhibit a negligible surface resistance,
while the transmission line would be terminated in a
matched load. This also implies rather flush plunger
positions (0,0,0) in reality. As already discussed in
Sec. IVA, the rf model cannot account for the unknown
waveguide deformations. Consequently, the plungers have
to penetrate into the waveguide to elevate the Qext FPC to
8 × 106 . This can yield a different standing wave than in
reality to obtain the same Qext FPC , which consequently can
explain all or a portion of the difference between measured
and simulated rf heat losses.
Overall, the simulation results have delivered rf heat load
values comparable to those measured for C50 and C75
cavities in CM 1L13 at the same stored energy in the
cavities. This is a very encouraging finding and at the same
time explains the magnitude of the Q0 degradation of C50
and C75 cavities observed in CEBAF.
Eventually, the rf losses in the copper-plated stainless
steel waveguide section of the FPC between the warm and
cold windows shall be assessed for one case resembling the
C75 CM configuration with flush plunger settings. The
residual resistivity ratio RRR of the copper plating determines the thermal and electrical conductivity. We assume
an RRR not better than 30 for the plated copper on stainless
steel. The electrical resistivity values at RRR ¼ 30 have
been taken from Ref. [19] given in a temperature range of
1–300 K. Hereby, the resistivity values are rather constant
within 1–20 K.
The conceived rf model is depicted in Fig. 20. It
incorporates 11 waveguide sections to allow the assignment
of sectionwise temperature-dependent conductivity values
along the copper-plated waveguide. These sections are
differentiated by color ranging from 2.07 K to ambient
temperature. A reasonable equilibrium temperature profile
was assumed from 2.07 to 300 K for a realistic rf heat load
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FIG. 20. The rf model for resembling a C75 cavity in a CM
configuration including the losses in the copper-plated stainless
steel. The copper plating covers the region above the cold
window to the warm window (not included in the model). The
electrical conductivity of the copper plating with RRR ¼ 30
ranges from 1.94 × 109 S=m (blue) to 5.7 × 107 S=m (red).
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In general, we recommend to not implement cold
windows in potential future cavity cryomodule designs
to avoid corresponding rf heat losses to occur in the liquid
helium but rather place rf windows outside the cavity
helium vessel as done for C100 cavity cryomodules. Future
work will pursue the reduction of the MoMn metallized
area around the cold window, without compromising the
mechanical strength and the UHV leak tightness of the
brazed metal to ceramic joint. In parallel, one might
conduct R&D aiming at replacing the current MoMn
metallization with a less lossy or superconducting alloy,
though this might not lead to an immediate breakthrough,
since a similarly strong bond of the metallization to the
ceramic must be achieved.
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The numerical simulations and experimental data for
cavities and doglegs tested in the VTA provide evidence for
significant extrinsic rf losses related to the metallization of
the cold rf window installed on cavities in original CEBAF
cryomodules. These extrinsic rf losses are responsible for
an ∼20% increase in the rf heat load at 2.07 K, even at the
low forward power levels required for the VTA tests. The
numerical simulations and experimental data for cavities
installed in the cryomodules in the CEBAF tunnel indicate
that such extrinsic losses can increase the rf heat load at
2.07 K by an even more significant factor, which yet
depends on the stub tuner settings. These results, combined
with the additional rf losses in the cavity walls due to the
remanent magnetic field in the original CEBAF cryomodules, finally provide an explanation for the large Q0
degradation (on the order of ∼50%) in original CEBAF
cryomodules compared to VTA test results since their
commissioning in 1991. The presented data thus solve a 30year-old puzzle.
The more recent C75 cavities have the advantage of
requiring a higher Qext FPC value by design compared to
C20 and C50 cavities. This reduces the external power
losses at any given cavity stored energy and makes the C75
cavities much less sensitive to rf losses arising in the cold
windows and as a function of the stub tuner settings, as
verified experimentally and numerically.
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